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People are purchasing camcorders really to record memories. It is not really about the camcorder
but those memories it records and archiving those memories for a lifetime. Video is so important for
capturing the dimension of what happened, you know, not just the stills. Stills are wonderful, but the
sound that goes with it. You know the sound of a baby's voice, not just a picture of the baby in a
crib. Although sure you get all the warm fuzziness you can want out of a photograph. You can relive
the moment with video, and that's what a video does best.

But why people want to record video with digital camcorder?

Thanks to the digital age, the pictures we take or the videos we shoot are stored in a memory card,
hard disk drive or on DVD (depending on the camcorder), and can be transferred to your laptop in a
mere matter of seconds in a digital format. This advantage is not there in older cameras. Flexibility:
Being newer, digital camcorders come with loads of technological benefits. Based on the latest
technology, they are more user friendly, and also have all the latest tech savvy features.

If you want to buy a Canon Vixia camcorder you will be able to benefit from a number of advanced
features. It's important to consider all of these features when deciding which type of camcorder you
should buy. Canon camcorders are also built to a very high quality, which will ensure that they will
last for as long as possible.

The Canon Vixia series camcorders have a touch screen. This makes it very easy to control the
camera. You can also zoom in by using the touch screen. The touchscreen interface is very
responsive and easy to use. Vixia camcorders have the same features as many professional
cameras. However, they are all packaged into a small case which makes them very convenient and
attractive to use. The Canon Vixia camcorders have a very easy to use user interface. These
include simple menus which makes it very easy to put the video camera into different modes. Most
of the buttons are displayed on the LCD screen which means that only relevant buttons are visible.

If your camcorder is Canon Vixia HD camcorder, Vixia camcorders record in HD M2TS file which is
also not supported by Mac player and editor. I.e. iMovie'11 doesn't support Canon HF M2TS for
video stabilization or Mac with an Intel-based Core Duo processor limitation. Focus on playing and
editing Vixia HF HD video on Mac, we'd better convert canon vixia camcorder to mac iMovie MOV,
Mp4, FCP(X) DV formats.

Besides, Canon FS series camcorder shoot 720P/1080P high-definition video in MOD video format
which isn't mac friendly format, if you want to want to play this MOD footage on QuickTime, edit in
iMovie'11, Final Cut Pro X and Final Cut Express, the most effective method is to convert FS to mac
compatible video format.

MOD converter for mac is suitable to all Canon FS series including Canon FS100, Canon FS200,
Canon FS300 camcorder etc, which can convert Canon FS mod to mac, convert FS200 to mac,
convert FS300 to mac MOV video format with fast conversion speed and good quality.
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